Rumsey Partners

CAN’T MISS BOOTHS

NVENT HOFFMAN
ProLine G2
BOOTH 848

HUBBELL WIRING

PANDUIT

BUSSMAN by EATON

Hubbell’s new 30A Circuit-Lock
Disconnect with integral phase
indication LEDs redefines the benchmark for safety by providing insight
into the enclosure while in use.

The Verisafe absence of voltage tester
provides a new and innovative way to
safely, reliably, and efficiently verify the
absence of voltage before accessing
potentially dangerous electrical
equipment.

The smallest footprint compared
to any Class J disconnect
solution. Save panel space,
increase panel SCCR and
enhance electrical safety.

inSIGHTTM
BOOTH 337

The stronger modular solution designed
to handle more than industrial
applications. The frame has a 15%
higher load rating than the competition
and the subpanel can hold more than
45% more weight.

Compact Circuit Protector
BOOTH 1043

Verisafe
BOOTH 349

APEX DYNAMICS

SPECTRUM CONTROLS

LINMOT

FLUKE

A hardened and ground internal
gear with 100% optimized helical
case hardened and ground planet
gears provide high torque capability,
highest precision and increased wear
resistance for high cycle rates.

A perfect complementary analog interface for the
PowerFlex 750 drive series. This option module
allows the drive to operate independent of a PLC
by monitoring motor winding temperature and a
variety of other analog input signals from sensors
near to the drive.

State of the art high speed linear motor
solutions.

Make predictive maintenance fast and
scalable. Install a wireless sensor in
under an hour and begin gathering
data remotely. Monitor dangerous or
hard-to-reach places.

PowerFlex Universal Analog Option Card ATEX Motors
BOOTH 1149
BOOTH 123

AFH Series
BOOTH 1125

3561 FC Vibration Sensors
BOOTH 859

GRACE ENGINEERING

FLIR

HMS

WITTENSTEIN

This externally mounted PESD specifically
designed for installation on DC systems
is UL listed and self-powered upon
installation to visually represent presence
of voltage with flashing LED lights.

Your entry into the Exx-Series, with the
resolution and sensitivity you need at the
right price. The resolution offers more than
43,200 points of temperature measurement
and produces crisp, vibrant imagery.

Monitor KPIs, export data for
analysis and provide secure
remote support for PLCs without needing to travel on-site.

INIRA clamping and adjusting have already
made the assembly of racks much faster,
more accurate and more ergonomic. INIRA
pinning is setting new benchmarks and
further revolutionizing rack assembly.

GracePESDs® R-3W-DC
BOOTH 1213

HAMMOND

HPS Centurion® R Reactor Line
BOOTH 837
A unique blend of improved performance and reliability while reducing
the product footprint. HPS Centurion® R reactors deliver protection
for your motors and AC drives, while
minimizing power system harmonics.

NIDEC-SHIMPO
EJS Worm Gearbox
BOOTH 1508

The EJS is the only high precision
right angle servo gearbox that has
been certified by NSF and the
European Hygienic Engineering
and Design Group for 3A sanitary
standards.

E35 Thermal Imaging Camera
BOOTH 937

MARATHON MOTORS

SyMAX® Motors
BOOTH 1305

The Marathon® brand has a reputation
for conservative motor designs and highly
engineered products used in a vast array of
applications around the world with unparalleled
power densities, unprecedented performance,
and unmatched efficiencies.

ROSS CONTROLS
Block & Hold Series
BOOTH 1409

The new ROSS hydraulic valve systems
provide a compact solution by replacing
individual single valves with external
pressure switches, reducing space,
simplifying installation and wiring
requirements.

eWON Flexy 205
BOOTH 137

INIRA
BOOTH 825

DIALIGHT

MERSEN

The new Dialight IntelliLED™ enables industrial customers to connect
seamlessly to Rockwell Automation
controllers integrating LED lights into
their machines & making the lights
part of the manufacturing process.

NEW AND IMPROVED 75KA
RATING Mersen’s DIN-Rail Pluggable SPD is one of a kind – the
robust 75kA surge capacity along
with no backup fusing requirement
creates a unique offering.

IntelliLED™
BOOTH 1921

Surge-Trap®
BOOTH 1745

PROSOFT

ZEBRA

How do you protect workers and
machines when a second worker
can connect remotely? vLOTO
gives users the ability to control
access to remote equipment to
ensure safety and security during
work involving those gateways.

The FX9600 brings a new
level of cost efficiency to
passive UHF asset tracking
and inventory management.

ProSoft Connect® with vLOTO™
BOOTH 1317

FX9600 RFID Reader
BOOTH 311

